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Abstract—We study a two-phase caching network consisting
of one server with N files connected to K users through an
error-free shared link. Each user has a cache memory which
can store M files in the placement phase. In the delivery phase,
each user requests L files, and the server transmits the messages
accordingly. Using the message sent by the server combined
with the cache memory, each user reconstructs the L files they
requested. In this work, we focus on the case L > 1, i.e., the case
of multiple file requests. We adopt the symmetric batch caching
scheme and propose a general delivery scheme. To prove the
optimality of the proposed general delivery scheme, we apply two
converse techniques. The first converse technique is for general
coding schemes and is obtained through virtual user construction.
The second converse technique is for vector linear coding schemes
and is obtained using an interference alignment point of view.
With these two converse techniques, we characterize either the
unconstrained optimal coding rate, or optimum linear coding
rate, with symmetric batch caching for certain cases.

I. INTRODUCTION

Consider a two-phase caching network [1] consisting of one

server with N files connected to K users through an error-free

shared link. Each user has their local cache memory which can

store M files. The two phases are the placement phase and

the delivery phase. In the placement phase, the network traffic

load is low. Each user can access the whole N files in the

server and fill their cache memory in advance. In the delivery

phase, the network traffic load is high. Each user requests L
files from the server, and the server delivers messages through

the error-free shared link to K users. The request of each

user is unknown a priori in the placement phase. Each user

reconstructs the L files they requested by the messages sent

from the server and the side information stored in their cache

memory. The objective is to minimize the traffic load in the

delivery phase due to the high traffic load in this phase.

The two-phase caching network is first studied in [1], with

the assumption that in the delivery phase, each user requests

one file, i.e., L = 1. Reference [1] proposes symmetric batch
caching for the placement phase. Combined with the coded

multicasting in the delivery phase, reference [1] shows that

global caching gain can be obtained. Using a cut-set bound

analysis, order optimality of rate-memory trade off is shown

for the worst-case file requests in [1]. Independent and identi-
cal caching is proposed in [2] to account for the decentralized

nature of practical caching networks. Both symmetric batch

caching and independent and identical caching are uncoded
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cache placement schemes [3], [4], i.e., each user stores a

subset of the bits of the original files. For uncoded cache

placement, with N ≥ K, by using index coding converse

bound [5], reference [3] shows the optimality of rate-memory

trade off for the worst-case file requests. In addition, reference

[4] shows the optimality for arbitrary N , K and M not only

for the worst-case file requests but also for the average case.

For coded placement, order optimality results can be found in

[6] and references therein.

In the delivery phase, each user can request more than one

file, i.e., L > 1. This case is first studied in [7] which adopts

symmetric batch caching as in [1]. For the delivery phase, [7]

treats each different file request as a different index coding

problem, and generalizes the achievability scheme for multiple

unicast index coding in [8] to group casting index coding.

Reference [7] shows the order optimality for the worst-case

file request with a multiplicative constant 18 based on a cut-set

bound analysis. Then, reference [9] shows the order optimality

for the worst-case file request with multiplicative constant 11
by improving the converse bound through Han’s inequality.

Reference [9] adopts symmetric batch caching as in [1] and

applies the delivery scheme in [1] L times.

In this work, we also adopt symmetric batch caching as

in [1], and focus on exact optimality as opposed to order

optimality. We propose a general delivery scheme for multiple

file requests. To show the optimality of the delivery scheme,

we use two converse techniques. The first technique is for

general coding schemes and is inspired by the converse in [4].

The second technique is for vector linear coding schemes using

an interference alignment point of view and is inspired by

[10], [11]. With these two converse techniques, we determine

either unconstrained optimal coding rate, or optimal linear

coding rate with symmetric batch caching for certain cases. If

LK different files are requested, we characterize the optimal

coding rate. For L = 2 and K = 3, 4, when each subfile is

cached only at one user (i.e., t = 1), we characterize either

the unconstrained optimal coding rate, or the optimal linear

coding rate.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM SETTING

We consider a caching network (see Fig. 1) consisting of one

server and K users. The server connects to the K users through

an error-free shared link. The server has N files denoted by

W1,W2, . . . ,WN . Each file is of size F bits. Each user has a

local cache memory Zk of size MF bits for some real number

M ∈ [0, N ]. There are two phases in this network, a placement
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Fig. 1. Caching network.

phase and a delivery phase. In the placement phase, user k can

access all the N files and fill its cache memory Zk. Therefore,

Zk = φk(W1,W2, . . . ,WN ), where φk : FNF
2 → F

MF
2 . In

the delivery phase, each user requests L files out of the N
files. Let us denote each user’s request by an L × 1 vector

dk = (dk,1, . . . , dk,L)
T, where dk,i is the index of the file,

i.e., dk,i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N}, 1 ≤ i ≤ L. A request matrix D of

size L×K is formed accordingly. The server outputs X(D)
of size RF bits through the error-free shared link to the K
users, where R refers to the load of the network in the delivery

phase. A rate R is said to be achievable if each user k can

decode the L files it requested by utilizing X(D) and Zk.

Note that in the placement phase, which L files will be

requested by each user is unknown in advance. Therefore,

the cache memory Zk is determined before knowing D. In

addition, we focus on the uncoded cache placement as in

[4], which means that each user k chooses MF bits out of

NF bits to fill its cache memory Zk. An example of coded

cache placement is provided in [1, Appendix]. We denote the

minimum achievable rate in the delivery phase by R∗(D,Z),
where Z = (Z1, . . . , ZK). An average rate for a given cache

placement Z is defined as R∗(Z) = ED[R∗(D,Z)], by assum-

ing that each user chooses the L files equally likely from the

N files. The minimum rate is defined as R∗ = minZ R∗(Z).
If L = 1, reference [4] shows that symmetric batch caching

originally proposed in [1] attains the minimum rate R∗. We

summarize the symmetric batch caching here. Given each user

has cache memory size M = tN
K , where t ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, for

each file Wi, we partition the file into
(
K
t

)
non-overlapping

and equal-size subfiles, and denote [K] = {1, 2, . . . ,K} and

T = {T : T ⊂ [K], |T | = t}, where | · | means the cardinality

of a set. Note |T | =
(
K
t

)
. We label the subfiles of Wi as

Wi,T , where T ∈ T . Equivalently, Wi = ∪T∈TWi,T and

Wi,T ∩Wi,T ′ = ∅ if T 
= T ′. In the placement phase, user k
places the subfile Wi,T into the cache memory Zk if k ∈ T .

Thus, user k gets
(
K−1
t−1

)
subfiles of each file Wi. We denote

the symmetric batch caching with parameter t as Zt
sym.

In this work, we adopt the symmetric batch caching, Zt
sym,

and study R∗(D,Zt
sym). Also, we denote R∗l (D,Zt

sym) as

the minimum achievable rate confined to vector linear coding

schemes. We propose a general delivery scheme. We char-

acterize R∗(D,Zt
sym) if LK distinct files are requested by

the users. For L = 2, t = 1, K = 3, 4, we characterize

R∗(D,Zt
sym) for certain request matrices D, while we char-

acterize R∗l (D,Zt
sym) for all other request matrices.

III. PROPOSED DELIVERY SCHEME

To illustrate the delivery scheme, we introduce the follow-

ing vector space representation. In the placement phase, we

partition each file into
(
K
t

)
subfiles. We view each subfile as

a vector, and regard each subfile as the basis of the vector

space. Since the subfiles are linearly independent, with all

the subfiles, we have a N
(
K
t

)
-dimensional vector space. Note

that in the delivery phase, we do not further sub-packetize the

subfiles. Therefore, our delivery scheme can also be viewed

as scalar linear coding. We consider the vector space over F2.
Let S = {S : S ⊂ [K], |S| = t+ 1}. For every S ∈ S and

1 ≤ l ≤ L, a candidate delivery message is as follows:

YS,l =
⊕
s∈S

Wds,l,S\{s}. (1)

Here, ds,l identifies the index of the lth file user s requests.

Since |S \{s}| = t, it identifies the subfile Wds,l,S\{s} owned

by these t users. Note that among the t+1 terms on the right

hand side of (1) only one term is unknown to each user s. By

sending the candidate delivery message YS,l, each user s in S
can decode a subfile of Wds,l

they requested.
For L = 1, the delivery scheme proposed in [1] is to go

over all the sets in S and send out all the candidate delivery

message given in (1). This results in
(

K
t+1

)
transmissions.

However, reference [4] shows that going over all the sets in

S is unnecessary. Instead, [4] goes over S ′ = {S : S ⊂
[K], S ∩ U 
= ∅, |S| = t + 1}, where U corresponds to the

leaders defined in [4]. In [4], the number of transmissions is

reduced to
(

K
t+1

)
−

(
K−|U|
t+1

)
.

For L > 1, we know that sending out all the candidate

delivery messages by going over all the sets in S and 1 ≤
l ≤ L is sufficient to satisfy all the requests. To reduce the

traffic load, if the candidate delivery message can be obtained

through a linear combination of the sent messages, then the

server does not need to send this candidate delivery message.

Since each candidate delivery message given in (1) has a vector

representation, the necessary delivery messages consist of the

messages in the maximal linearly independent subset of the

candidate delivery messages formed by going over all the sets

in S and 1 ≤ l ≤ L.
We use an example to illustrate the proposed delivery

scheme. Let N = 4, K = 4, M = 1, and L = 2. Then,

t = 1. To simplify the notation, let A, B, C and D denote

the four files. By applying symmetric batch caching, Z1
sym,

we have

Zk = (Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk), (2)

where k = 1, 2, 3, 4. Suppose the request matrix is as follows

D =

(
A A A B
B C C C

)
, (3)
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